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he Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Ed-
cation (ACGME) requirements for residency edu-
ation in internal medicine specifically state that the
rogram must advance residents’ knowledge of the basic
rinciples of research, including how research is con-
ucted, evaluated, explained to patients, and applied to
atient care.1 Further, residents should participate in
cholarly activity, and the sponsoring institution and
rogram should allocate adequate educational resou-
ces to facilitate resident involvement in scholarly
ctivities.1 The scholarly activity requirement may be
atisfied with projects other than research, including
ournal clubs, presentation at grand rounds, and quality
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mprovement projects. Some programs have developed
tructured research training experiences that prepare
esidents to present their research at professional or
cientific meetings, write manuscripts in peer re-
iewed journals, and publish review articles or book
hapters.2 Dedicated research activities advance the
ore competencies and are often highly rated aspects
f residency training.3-5 In fact, most residents feel
esearch should be required.6 A recent article sug-
ests that residency program enhancements in patient
are, education, community service, and research
mprove departments of internal medicine and teach-
ng hospitals.7 Finally, research experiences might
ncourage some residents to consider a career in
linical investigation.8 Despite these potential bene-
ts, implementing a structured research curriculum

n a busy residency program remains a logistical
hallenge.

In a meta-analysis, Hebert et al9 identified 4 features
f successful resident research programs: exposure to
nd guidance from mentors, training in basic research
ethods, protected time, and an environment support-

ve of research. The vast majority of internal medicine
rograms offer 1-2 months of protected research time
uring postgraduate year (PGY) 2 or 3. An informal
-mail survey of the Association of Program Directors
n Internal Medicine listserver participants showed that
21 of 143 programs, or 85%, offered at least 4 weeks
or research. However, successful resident research
rojects require much greater commitment of time, in-

erest, and resources. Pursuit of research interests is often

dicine. All rights reserved.
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isplaced by patient care demands.10 We previously de-
cribed resident research as a 3-year continuum of prep-
ration, investigation, and synthesis phases, in which early
reparation is critical.11 Delaying bona fide research ex-
eriences to PGY-2 and compressing them into a 1-month
lock, along with an often
d hoc search for mentors,
imits the resident’s chances
or success. Such frustrating
esearch experiences may
ven deter residents from
areers in clinical investi-
ation.

We recently imple-
ented the 4-week Aca-

emic Internal Medicine
cholarship (AIMS) rota-

ion, which introduces all
nterns to the process of
rganized inquiry and re-
earch. Each intern de-
igns a feasible, scientifi-
ally sound research project
o be completed over the
ourse of residency. They
earn research methodology,
ultivate mentoring rela-
ionships, and develop inter-
isciplinary collaborations.
ince 2005, all interns in the
ategorical internal medi-
ine residency program at
niversity of California,
avis, School of Medicine (UC Davis) have completed

his rotation. We describe the early success of this novel
esearch curriculum. This project has been approved by
he UC Davis Institutional Review Board (IRB).

ROGRAM DESCRIPTION
he UC Davis internal medicine residency is a medium-
ized urban university program. Our 87 residents rotate

PERSPECTIVES VIEW

● The Academic Interna
ship rotation promot
the Accreditation Co
Medical Education co
well received by resid
might encourage more
a career in clinical in
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Figure 1 Sample 4-week schedule for A

rotation.
hrough 3 inpatient sites (UC Davis, Northern California
eterans Affairs Hospital, and Kaiser Permanente) and 2
utpatient sites (UC Davis and Sacramento County Clin-
cs). Approximately 60% of residents go on to subspe-
ialty fellowship training.

The AIMS rotation occurs in the
second half of the intern year and is
intercalated into a 4-week ambula-
tory care block. Although originally
conceived as a dedicated research-
only experience, integration into an
ambulatory rotation emphasizes the
interdependence of research and pa-
tient care and allows other program
requirements to be met during the
month. Interns acquire basic research
skills through proposal development,
oral presentation, and exploration of
methods for data collection, collation,
and analysis. The rotation consists of
facilitated small group research dis-
cussions, live and online lectures, and
protected time for consultation; in-
terns continue to participate in re-
quired residency core didactics and
clinics (Figure 1).

The AIMS rotation runs in collab-
oration with the National Institutes of
Health (NIH)-funded Clinical and
Translational Science Center (CTSC)
at UC Davis Health System. The
CTSC education officer (CSH) and
the associate program director for re-

earch (TLF) coordinate the rotation. Lecturers and
entors include experienced faculty researchers, bio-
edical informatics experts, clinical research coordina-

ors, biostatisticians, medical librarians, research bio-
thicists, science and grant writers, librarians, research
urses, and IRB personnel. Beyond lectures and indi-
idual consultations, interns meet in weekly small groups
ith research faculty to discuss challenges and report
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rogress. A rotation website serves as a repository for
ourse material, including prior research proposals and
resentations. Interns are encouraged to attend the reg-
larly scheduled CTSC research seminars and work-
hops. During the final week of each rotation, interns
resent their research plan at the AIMS research forum.
he audience often includes the department chair,
rogram director, CTSC core directors, research
entor, consulting biostatisticians, and fellow resi-

ents. All audience members provide oral and writ-
en feedback, which is given to each intern in sum-
ary form.
The rotation objectives are similar to other residency

esearch curricula.9,12 Through lectures and individual
tatistical consultation interns learn about research de-
ign, biostatistics, human subjects protection, institu-
ional resources, and epidemiology while developing
heir proposals. Attitudinal objectives include promot-
ng intellectual curiosity through scholarly investiga-
ion of clinical questions and enhancing residents’ appre-
iation of biomedical research. Skills objectives include
roposal development, scientific writing, and presentation
kills. Process objectives include exposure to successful
esearcher role models and IRB members. In terms of
he ACGME core competencies,1 the rotation adds to
he intern portfolio in practice-based learning, medical
nowledge, interpersonal and communication skills,
ystems-based practice, and professionalism (Table 1).

Our long-term objectives are to increase residents’
cholarly productivity and promote a culture of schol-
rship and scientific inquiry within the program. Interns
equesting dedicated research time during PGY-2 must
ubmit a revised proposal and obtain written approval
rom their mentor and the Residency Research Com-
ittee (which includes the program director, associate

rogram director for research, department chair, a
TSC leader, and a senior faculty researcher). Resi-
ents who meet this requirement may take a 4-week
esearch block during the PGY-2 and PGY-3 year. The

Table 1 Competencies Addressed in AIMS

ompetency Accomplished by:

ractice-based
learning

Identification of a topic from clinical e
Use of quality improvement strategies o

edical
knowledge

Integration of comprehensive backgrou
into proposal.

nterpersonal
skills and
communication

Cooperative and interactive style during
research forum, ability to address au

Evaluation by mentor.
ystem-based
practice

Integration and use of local resources i

rofessionalism Completion of NIH training in protectio
Timely completion of all rotation requir

AIMS � Academic Internal Medicine Scholarship; NIH � Nation
epartment of Medicine budgets $750 for each resident w
o prepare an abstract and present it at a regional or
ational scientific meeting. Travel costs are generally
hared by the faculty mentor. Other programs fund up
o $1000 per accepted research submission.13

RELIMINARY OUTCOMES
he success of AIMS can be assessed in several
ays. A traditional academic benchmark of produc-

ivity is the number of scholarly presentations, awards,
anuscripts, and grants. As of January 2009, 74 rota-

ion completers have presented 50 case reports and 15
esearch abstracts at regional or national professional
eetings (Figure 2). In just 3 years, we have seen an

ncrease in research abstracts and a decrease in case
eports. Residents have won 8 research or case report
wards at regional meetings. Successful publication of
anuscripts is harder to accomplish during residency,

ut completers have already published 2 articles. One
esident has received a competitive American Board of
nternal Medicine Foundation research grant and 2 are
ursuing federally funded research fellowships. Our
rst AIMS class graduated from residency in 2008, so
e continue to measure success by tracking presenta-

ions at professional society meetings, publications, and
otation-specific outcomes. For the long term, the num-
er of residents who ultimately pursue research careers
ill be tracked. An intermediate outcome is the pro-
ortion of interns that complete a hypothesis-driven
roject. Of the 74 interns who have completed the
IMS rotation, 46 (62%) went on to complete projects
uring a PGY-2 research block.

Even if they do not ultimately pursue an academic
areer, residents with research experience or skills may
e better informed consumers of the medical literature.
nterns’ self-reported knowledge, skills, and attitudes
mproved in almost all areas, including modest gains in
he writing and statistical domains (Table 2).

Although we do not have other nonclinical rotations

ce.
t review to examine local practice.
a, specific aims, hypothesis, biostatistics, and study design

group sessions, clarity of presentation of proposal at
questions, and clarity of written proposal.
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xperience highly (8.5 on a 10-point rating scale), in-
luding the adequacy of time allotted to proposal de-
elopment. Rotation completers have commented pos-
tively on the value of completing research proposals
nd collaborative small group learning, and reported

renewed appreciation for the challenges of re-
earch. Numerous residents also have secured resident
ravel awards from national organizations including the
merican College of Physicians, American Association

Table 2 Change in Intern (n � 69) Self-reported Outcome

nowledge (1-5 scale, where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is
I knew/know of at least one person I could go to with a
I knew/know how to find a mentor to help with a researc
I had/have a good grasp of the resources available to me

at UC Davis.
I knew/know how to contact the IRB.
I understood/understand the importance of the IRB in pr

subjects.
kills (1-5 scale, where 1 is poor and 5 is excellent)

Grant writing
Knowledge of IRB regulations
Literature searching
Manuscript writing
Research design
Statistical analysis

ttitude (1-5 scale, where 1 is strongly disagree and 5 is str
I plan (or planned) to do research during residency

AIMS � Academic Internal Medicine Scholarship; IRB � instituti

Figure 2 Productivity outcomes to date
presented and awards received by residen
Medicine Scholarship rotation. The total n
*Paired t test to compare the means.
or the Study of Liver Diseases, American Society of
ematology, American Academy of Allergy, Asthma

nd Immunology, and others.

ISCUSSION
e describe a structured research experience that

romotes development of the ACGME core compe-
encies, is well received by residents, and ultimately

re and After AIMS Rotation

Beginning of
Intern Year

End of Intern
Year P Value*

ly agree)
ch proposal idea. 2.7 4.4 �.01
ram at UC Davis. 2.5 4.1 �.01
nduct research 2.0 3.9 .06 (NS)

1.9 3.8 .04
g human 3.3 4.3 �.01

1.7 2.1 �.01
1.9 3.1 �.01
3.1 3.8 �.01
2.2 2.8 �.01
2.3 3.2 �.01
2.0 2.5 �.01

agree)
3.8 4.2 �.01

view board.

er of research abstracts and case reports
have completed the Academic Internal

r of residents (N) is included.
s Befo

strong
resear
h prog
to co

otectin

ongly

onal re
: numb
ts who
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1065Fancher et al The Academic Internal Medicine Scholarship Rotation
ay encourage more residents to pursue a career in
linical investigation. Resident success is often ham-
ered by key early steps such as formulating a ques-
ion, finding a mentor, and understanding basic re-
earch design and methodology. Early structured
upport of research allows residents to efficiently
ccomplish these tasks rather than taking several
onths or more to complete them on an ad hoc basis.
e have previously described 3 phases of resident

esearch (preparatory, investigatory, and synthesis)
hich may take 3 years to complete (Figure 3).11 Our
IMS research curriculum allows residents to com-
lete the preparatory phase during internship. Re-
uiring every intern to develop a research proposal
as several advantages: interns are better prepared
or research electives during the second and third
ear of residency; residents learn early in their careers
ow to report scientific findings; and the culture of the
raining program may be transformed as research becomes
n integral part of residency training. Over 60% of our
esidents begin the investigatory phase during a protected
esearch block in PGY-2 or PGY-3, a much higher
roportion than the 20% reported by internal medicine
rogram directors.2 During the research block, resi-
ents meet with their mentor, the associate program
irector for research, CTSC staff (data management
nd biostatistics support), and medical librarians (ref-
rence management tutorials). Residents who take a
esearch block also present their research findings at the
nnual department Academic Forum, which is attended
y community members, faculty, and fellows. Resi-
ents then move into the synthesis phase during their
GY-3 year and also dedicate substantial time to writ-

ng outside of their research block.
In the nearly 4 years since the program’s inception,

e have observed a culture change that includes an
xpectation for high-quality scholarship and presenta-

Time PGY1 
 

3 phases 
of  

resident 
research 

 
 

Selecting a topic Subm
Formulating a question Creat
Finding a mentor Data 
Using existing resources Stora

data 
Study design and 
statistical consultation 

 

 
 

Key 
elements 
of each  

research 
phase 

Preparing an IRB 
submission  

 

Adapted from Hamann KL, Fancher TL, Saint S, Henderson M
guide. The American journal of medicine. 2006 Mar;119(3):27

  Preparatory   

Figure 3 The 3 ph
ion at local, regional, and national meetings. Pediatrics f
nd anesthesiology residents now participate in the
IMS rotation.
Structured research programs encourage interns to

ccess and interpret the medical literature, practice oral
nd written scientific communication skills, and partic-
pate in a multidisciplinary research team. Successful
esearch adds to the resident’s portfolio and enhances
ellowship and future employment opportunities. In-
erns discover opportunities for research and support
or clinician-scientist careers through collaboration,
ritical components of the NIH investigator road map.14

raining programs gain a population of local resident
xperts, regional and national exposure, and a scholarly
eputation that may enhance resident recruitment.

Developing a resident research program presents a
umber of challenges.15 Finding curricular time for
ew programs within an already stretched residency
rogram is not easy. Collaboration with departments
nd careful integration into the ambulatory block rota-
ion may ease these concerns. Interns may be resistant
o doing research while in the midst of intense clinical
raining. In 2004, we piloted the rotation with 2 highly
otivated residents during an elective block, allowing

s to develop the rotation on a small scale. In the
bsence of a contemporaneous control group, we can-
ot definitively conclude that the satisfaction and in-
reased number of projects is due to the AIMS rotation
lone. We suspect, however, that the formal curriculum
as had a significant impact. Cultivating a cadre of
ommitted enthusiastic faculty and hiring an associate
rogram director for research to mentor the residents
re critical for success.16,17 Programs without a CTSC
hould consider seeking help from other institutions or
raduate programs. To promote a culture of scholar-
hip, we have required that all internal medicine interns
articipate.

The AIMS rotation is a structured research experience

GY2 PGY3 
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omplete a hypothesis-driven research project during res-
dency. Regardless of their ultimate career, the experience
ikely enhances residents’ appreciation for scholarship
hile contributing to the development of several ACGME

ompetencies.
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